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Abstract: The popular websites such as Stack Overflow and Yahoo provides the question and answer which is posted by the 
anonymous user by all over the world. In these sites, the programmers from all over the world will answer for the queries which 
are posted on the websites. In the existing system, if any user wants to know the exact answer they have to mine the answer 
between the thousands of answer posted on the website and still it was very complicated to know the exact answer and it was very 
time consuming. So that user has to apply all the answer to get the exact answer. So to overcome from this situation, we 
proposing the technique in which user can view the exact answer from the websites as it will be displayed as a first answer for 
that question through post voting prediction. In the voting process, the voting will be given based on the conditions. If that 
answer satisfies the conditions, it will be up voted. In this way, our proposed technique provides the effectiveness and efficiency, 
optimality, correctness and complexity.  
Keywords: Question answering, voting prediction, non-linearity, coupling, dynamics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Community Question Answering (CQA) sites, such as Stack Overflow1 and Yahoo! Answers2, have become very popular in recent 
years. These sites contain rich crowd- sourcing knowledge contributed by the site users in the form of questions and answers, and 
these questions and answers can potentially satisfy the information needs of more users. For example, millions of programmers ask 
and answer questions on Stack Overflow, and even more users now use Stack Overflow to seek solutions for their programming 
problems.  In this article, we focus on the voting score prediction   of questions/answers shortly after they are posted in the CQA sites. 
Such a task is essential for the prosperity and sustainability of the CQA ecosystem, and it may benefit   all types of users, including 
the information producers and consumers [2]. For example, detecting potentially high- score answers can benefit the questioners as 
well as the people who have similar questions; it would also be helpful to identify high-score questions in the early stage and route 
them to expert answerers. Generally speaking, there are three key aspects that matter with the voting prediction of a post, namely, (1) 
the non-linearity between features and output, (2) the coupling between questions and answers, and (3) the dynamics (of training data 
sets). First, both the contextual features (e.g., the reputation of the user who issues the question, etc.) and the content of the post (e.g., 
keywords, etc.) might affect its voting score, and the effect of each feature might be beyond the simple linear-relationship. Second, 
intuitively (which was also confirmed in our previous work [3]), the voting of a question might be correlated with that of its 
associated answers. Yet, the questions and answers may reside in different feature spaces. Third, CQA sites usually offer a large size 
of training data set, and the data may arrive in a dynamic (stream-like) way for the mining algorithms. Due to the above three aspects, 
it is not an easy task to comprehensively and efficiently predict the voting scores of question/answer posts. The challenges are as 
follows. First, while each of the above three aspects might affect the voting scores of question/answer posts, they require different 
treat- ments in the data mining algorithms, making any off-the- shelf data mining algorithm sub-optimal for this problem. Second, 
each of the above three aspects will add the extra complexity into the mining process. For example, while many machine learning 
algorithms (e.g., kernel regression, support vector regression, etc.) are able to capture the non- linearity aspect, they typically require 
at least quadratic complexity in both time and space. Moreover, when the new training examples arrive in a stream, ever-growing 
fashion, even a linear algorithm might be too expensive. How can we build a comprehensive model to capture all the above three 
aspects to maximally boost the prediction accuracy? How can we make our prediction algorithms scalable to millions of CQA posts 
and adaptive to the newly arrived training examples over time? These are the main challenges that we aim to address in this article. 

II. OBJECTIVE 
The main objective of this project is to provide a exact information to the user in which the answer will be displayed as a first 
answer by proposing some algorithms. By using algorithm, the conditions are set, in which the answer will be up voted if and only if 
it satisfies the condition. 
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III. SCOPE OF PROJECT 
For accommodation, we utilize intense capital letters for existing frameworks/vectors at time t, and strong lower case letters for 
recently arrived grids/vectors at time. We utilize superscript to recognize inquiries and replies, and utilize subscript to show time. 
For instance, we utilize mean the component grid for inquiries at time t to indicate the element lattice of recently arrived inquiries at 
time t. Contains the component vector for the relating question. So also, we use to signify the vector of voting scores at time t to 
mean the vector of voting scores from new inquiries at time t. 

IV. CONTRIBUTIONS 
The prominent sites, for example, Stack Overflow and Yahoo gives the inquiry and answer which is posted by the unknown client 
by everywhere throughout the world. The main advantages of proposed technique is that it provides the efficiency and correctness. 
In these locales, the software engineers from everywhere throughout the world will respond in due order regarding the questions 
which are posted on the sites. In the current framework, if any client needs to know the correct answer they have to mine the 
appropriate response among answer posted on the site and still it was exceptionally muddled to know the correct answer and it was 
extremely tedious. With the goal that client needs to apply all the response to find the correct solution. So to overcome from this 
circumstance, we proposing the system in which client can see the correct answer from the sites as it will be shown as a first 
response for that inquiry through post voting forecast. In the voting procedure, the voting will be given in view of the conditions. On 
the off chance that that answer fulfills the conditions, it will be up voted. Thusly, our proposed method gives the adequacy and 
proficiency, optimality, rightness and unpredictability. 

V. RELATED WORK 
A.  Mining CQA Sites  
There is a large body of existing work on mining CQA sites. For example, Li et al. [18]   aim to predict question quality, which is 
defined as the combination of user attention, answer attempts and the arrival speed of the best answer. Ravi et al. [19] also study the 
question quality which is combined by voting score and page views. Jeon et al. [20] and Suryan to et al. [21] evaluate the usefulness of 
answer quality and incorporate it to improve retrieval performance. To predict the quality of both questions and answers, Agichtein et 
al. [22] develop a graph-based model to catch the relationships among users, Li et al. [23] adopt the co-training approach to employ 
both question features and answer features, and Bian et al. [24] propose to propagate the labels through user-question- answer graph 
so as to tackle the sparsity problem where only a small number of questions/answers are labeled. Recently, Anderson et al. [25] 
propose to predict the long- lasting value (i.e., the page views) of a question and its answers. Dror et al. [26] aim to predict whether a 
question will be answered or not. How to predict the answer that  the questioner will probably choose as the accepted answer is also 
well studied [27], [28], [29], [30]. Overall,  our  work differs from these existing work at the methodology level. While most of the 
existing work treats the prediction problem as a single, and/or linear, and/or static problem. 

B.  Mining Stream Data 
From the dynamic aspect, our LIP problem is related to stream mining [31] and time- series mining [32]. The main focus of existing 
stream/time- series mining work is on pattern discovery, clustering, and classification tasks. Chen et al. [33] and Ikonomovska et   al. 
[34] study the regression problem in data streams; however, they still focus on a single and linear prediction problem. Several 
researchers also consider the non-linear and dynamic aspects in regression problem [6], [35]. Different from these existing work, we 
consider the coupling between questions and answers, and propose approximation methods to speed-up and scale-up the 
computation.  
 
C.  Other Related Work  
There are several pieces of in- teresting work that are remotely related to our work. Liu    et al. [36] propose the problem of CQA site 
searcher satisfaction, i.e., whether or not the answer in a CQA site satisfies the information searcher using the search engines. Shtok et 
al. [37] attempt to answer certain new questions by existing answers. Zhou et al. [38] aim to find similar questions for a given query. 
Zhou et al. [39] propose to identify whether a user is asking a subjective question or not. Wei et al. [40] discard user biases to re-rank 
the voting scores of answers. Omari et al. [41] propose to provide        a set of diverse and novel answers for questions. Sung et al. [42] 
aim to detect the potentially contributive users from recently-joined users. The question routing problem (e.g., how to route the right 
question to the right answerer) is also an active research area [43], [44], [45].In sun et al. used encrypted index tree structure to 
implement secure query results verification functionality. in this scheme, when the query ends, the cloud server returns query results 
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along with a minimum encrypted index tree, then the data user searches this minimum index tree using the same search algorithm as 
the cloud server did to finish result verification zheng .constructed a verifiable secure query scheme over encrypted cloud data based 
on attribute-based encryption technique (abe) in the public-key setting .referred to the merkle hash tree and applied pairing operations 
to implement the correctness and completeness verification of query results for keyword search over large dynamic encrypted cloud 
data. 

VI. BACKGROUND 
To clarify our proposed problems, in this section, we present our system model, threat model, used to implement our scheme. 

A.  System Model 
The system model of the secure search over encrypted cloud data usually includes three entities: data owners, data users, and the 
cloud server, which describes the following scenario: data owners encrypt their private data and upload them to cloud server for 
enjoying the abundant benefits brought by the cloud computing as well as guaranteeing data security. Meanwhile, the secure 
searchable indexes are also constructed to support effective keyword search over encrypted outsourced data. An authorized data user 
obtains interested data files from the cloud server by submitting query trapdoors (encrypted query keywords) to the cloud server, 
trapdoors and sends the query results to the data user. The above application scenario is based on an ideal assumption that the cloud 
server is considered as an honest entity and always honestly returns all qualified query results. In this paper, we consider a more 
challenging model, where the query results would be maliciously deleted or tampered by the dishonest cloud server. When the query 
results face the risks that are deleted or tampered, a well-functioning secure query system should provide a mechanism that allows 
the data user to verify the correctness and completeness of query results. To achieve the results verification goal, we propose to 
construct secure verification objects for data files that are outsourced to the cloud with encrypted data and secure indexes together. 
The query results along with corresponding data verification object are returned to the data user when a query ends. The improved 
system model of verifiable secure search over encrypted cloud data is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 
 
B.  Threat Model 
In this paper, compared with the previous works, an important distinction about the threat model is that the cloud is considered to be 
an un trusted entity. More specifically, first of all, the cloud server tries to gain some valuable information from encrypted data files, 
secure indexes, and verification objects (e.g., a misbehaving cloud administrator aims at obtaining these information for possible 
monetary profits). Then, the cloud server would intentionally return false search results for saving computation resource or 
communication cost. Further, if the cloud server knows a query results verification mechanism is embedded, he may tamper or forge 
verification objects to escape responsibilities of misbehavior. Similar to the previous works, both data owners and authorized data 
users are considered to be trusted in our threat model. 
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VII. PROPOSED METHOD 
In this section, we propose our solutions for the LIP problem. We start with presenting two algorithms for Problem 1 (subsection 3.1) 
and Problem 2, respectively; and then address the computational challenges. 

A.  LIP-KM Algorithm for Problem 1 
Here, we address the static LIP problem (Problem 1). We propose an algorithm (LIP-KM) to capture both the non- linearity and the 
coupling aspects. For the non-linear aspect, a natural choice is to kernelize a linear prediction model (e.g., linear ridge regression). 
Recall that kernel method aims to produce non-linear versions of linear learning algorithms by mapping the data points into a high-
dimensional Hilbert space with a non- linear function φ [7]. The key idea behind kernel methods is to use the kernel functions to 
replace the inner-product operations in the high-dimensional Hilbert space  , and  such replacement can be ensured by Mercer’s 
Condition [8]. In other words, for two data points F(i, :) and F( j, :), the inner product of φ(F(i, :)) and φ(F( j, :)) in the Hilbert space 
can be directly  computed  by  a  Mercer  kernel κ(F(i, :), F( j, :)) 

κ(F(i, :), F( j, :)) = < φ(F(i, :)), φ(F( j, :)) > 
=   φ(F(i, :))φ(F( j, :))J 

Where <, > indicates the inner product in.  As we can see from Eq. (3), we can derive the non-linear models without any explicit 
knowledge of either φ or. Com- mon kernel functions include Gaussian kernel, polynomial kernel, cosine kernel. 

B. LIP-KIMAA Algorithm 
Compared with LIP-KIM, LIP-KIMA is much more scalable, being linear in terms of both time and space complexity. However, if 
the new training examples arrive in a stream-like, ever-growing fashion, a linear algorithm might be still too expensive. 

VIII. EXPERIMENTS 
A.  Experiment Setup 
We use the data from two real CQA sites, i.e., Stack Over- flow (SO) and Mathematics Stack Exchange (Math). SO and Math are 
two popular CQA sites for programming and math, respectively. Both data sets are officially published and publicly available3. 
For SO and Math data, we use both content and con- textual features. For content features, we adopt the “bag   of words” model to 
extract content features after removing the infrequent words. This model is widely used in natural language processing where the 
frequency of each word is used as a feature for training. 

IX. EFFECTIVENESS RESULTS 
A. The Effectiveness Comparisons  
We first compare the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms (i.e., LIP-KIM, LIP-KIMA, and LIP-KIMAA) with two state-of-the-
art non-linear regression methods, i.e., kernel ridge regression (KRR) [4] and support vector regression (SVR).The prediction results 
of questions and answers on the SO and Math data sets are shown in Fig. 2. On SO data, we only report the first few points because 
some of the algorithms(e.g., KRR) cannot finish training within 1 hour.  We do not report the results by linear models (e.g., linear 
ridge regression) since their performance (RMSE) is much worse than non-linear models. 
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Fig. (a) The effectiveness results of LIP IMF. Lower is better improve the accuracy of voting prediction. 
Fig. (b) Fading the effects of old examples can help to lower is better improve the accuracy of voting prediction. 

X. CONCLUSION 
In this article, we have proposed a family of algorithms to comprehensively and efficiently predict the voting scores of 
questions/answers in CQA sites. In particular, some of the proposed algorithms can capture three key aspects (non-linearity, 
coupling, and dynamics) that matter with the voting score of a post, while others can handle the special cases when only a fraction 
of the three aspects are prominent. In terms of computation efficiency, some algorithms enjoy linear, sub-linear, or even constant 
scalability. The proposed algorithms are also able to fade the effects of old examples and select a subset of features/examples. We 
analyze our algorithms in terms of optimality, correctness, and complexity, and reveal the intrinsic relationships among different 
algorithms. We conduct extensive experimental evaluations on two real datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of 
our approaches. 
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